OASIS Small Business Pool 4

BAYFIRST
Contract Number: 47QRAD20D4051

OASIS SB is a multiple award, Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract that provides flexible and innovative solutions for complex professional services. OASIS SB provides Government agencies with total integrated solutions for a multitude of professional service-based requirements on a global basis.

OASIS SB is an OMB designated “Best-in-Class” (BIC) acquisition vehicle with no program ceiling to benefit long-term planning for complex program requirements. Customer agencies receive small business credit for using OASIS SB and the contract is available for both classified and unclassified services.

**Scope:** Only OASIS SB Pool 4 NAICS Codes are eligible to be selected as the predominant NAICS Code for task orders solicited under this contract. OASIS SB Pool 4 includes research and development (R&D) support services aligned with NAICS Codes 541715, 541713 and 541714. The scope of OASIS SB spans many areas of expertise, including communication, compliance, defense, disaster, energy, environment, financial, health, intelligence, security and transportation. BayFirst capabilities include program management, management consulting, logistics, engineering, scientific, and financial services.

OASIS ordering period through December 19, 2024 with task order execution through December 19, 2029.

How to Issue an Order under OASIS:
1. Delegation of Procurement Authority (DPA) is required to issue an order on OASIS.*
2. Determine the OASIS principal-purpose NAICS code of your requirement (this determines the pool).
3. Determine if setting aside the order to small business.
4. Build the solicitation using FAR 16.505 ordering procedures.
5. Issue order solicitation under the determined pool; OASIS pool links or eBuy were designed for this purpose to ensure fair opportunity requirements FAR 16.505(b)(1).
6. Receive the offers.
7. Evaluate offers and make award in accordance with your solicitation evaluation criteria.

Benefits of Using OASIS:
- Multiple-award, IDIQ contract available to all GSA-approved agencies
- Single solution for complex requirements
- Maximum flexibility for ancillary support
- Supports commercial and non-commercial items
- Supports all contract types, including FFP, T&M, cost, hybrids, etc.
- Prohibits protests on orders valued at less than $10 million
- No maximum order or ceiling limitations
- GSA-managed program and master-contract administration
- Reduces contract duplication and administrative resource allocation
- Highest-rated community of contractors who have undergone rigorous pool qualification to ensure competency including past experience, past performance, and certifications
- Streamlined acquisition procedures
  - FAR Subpart 16.505 streamlined acquisition procedures keep it simple
  - Offers the ordering contracting offer broad discretion in developing task-order placement procedures
  - No synopsizing or posting solicitations on beta.sam.gov
  - No requirement for FAR Subpart 15.3 source selection
- For information on DPA Training and optional Scope Reviews, visit www.gsa.gov/buying-selling/products-services/professional-services/buy-services/oasis/training-and-scope-reviews
- For more information on OASIS, visit gsa.gov/oasis.